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FRONT
BASE

#61358’s with optional front bases (#77742), end bases 
(#77738), built-in resettable combination locks (#77795) and 

engraved name / number plates (#77760) displayed

Volume Discount Pricing 
Available at Lockers.com!

Note:  It is recommended that all lockers be wall and/or floor anchored.

See ALL metal locker options and locks on pages 52-53
See ALL benches on pages 106-111

12" WIDE SINGLE TIER STANDARD LOCKERS
5' HIGH AND 6' HIGH
Constructed of 16 gauge steel, Salsbury 61000 series 12" wide single tier 
standard lockers offer privacy and space for personal storage needs.  12" wide 
single tier standard lockers are available in a gray, tan or blue powder coated finish 
and as unassembled or assembled units.  These durable lockers are available in 
heights of five (5) feet and six (6) feet (add 6'' for legs) and depths of 12'', 15'' 
and 18''.  One wide lockers are 12" wide and three (3) wide lockers are 36" wide 
regardless of height and depth.  12" wide single tier standard lockers feature an 
adjustable hat shelf, three (3) single wall hooks and a double ceiling hook.  The 
18'' deep lockers include a coat rod that can accommodate garments.  Sloping 
hoods, finished end panels, end bases, front bases, compartment shelves, fillers 
and lockers without legs are available as options upon request - see all metal 
locker options and locks on pages 52-53.

12" Wide Standard Lockers
 Single Tier

Single tier standard lockers
feature a lift up handle and
recessed hasp for added security and can accommodate a built-in lock 
(#77710 for combination, #77715 for key and #77795 for resettable 
combination) and padlock (#77720 for combination and #77725 for key).

Single tier standard lockers 
feature an adjustable hat 
shelf, three (3) single wall 
hooks and a double ceiling 
hook.  The 18'' deep 
lockers include a coat rod 
that can accommodate 
garments.

SLOPING HOOD

FRONT
BASE

END
BASE

FINISHED END PANEL

Note:  Optional sloping 
hoods, finished end panels, 
end bases and front bases 
are sold separately.

METAL LOCKER OPTIONS
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 1 Specify

gray tan blue

 2 Specify
ASSEMBLEDASSEMBLEDUNASSEMBLEDUNASSEMBLED

 MODEL COMPARTMENT SIZE WEIGHT PRICE

 THREE WIDE - unit size:  36'' W x 60'' H   (66'' H with legs)

 613521,2 12" W  x  60" H  x  12" D 120 lbs. $330.00

 613551,2 12" W  x  60" H  x  15" D 130 lbs. $345.00

 613581,2 12" W  x  60" H  x  18" D 140 lbs. $360.00

PRICE

$420.00

$435.00

$450.00

unassembled      assembled

12" WIDE SINGLE TIER - THREE WIDE

PRICE

$150.00

$155.00

$160.00

unassembled      assembled

 MODEL COMPARTMENT SIZE WEIGHT PRICE

 ONE WIDE - unit size:  12'' W x 60'' H   (66'' H with legs)

 611521,2 12" W  x  60" H  x  12" D 45 lbs. $120.00

 611551,2 12" W  x  60" H  x  15" D 50 lbs. $125.00

 611581,2 12" W  x  60" H  x  18" D 55 lbs. $130.00

12" WIDE SINGLE TIER - ONE WIDE

5' HIGH LOCKERS

 MODEL COMPARTMENT SIZE WEIGHT PRICE

 THREE WIDE - unit size:  36'' W x 72'' H   (78'' H with legs)

 613621,2 12" W  x  72" H  x  12" D 125 lbs. $360.00

 613651,2 12" W  x  72" H  x  15" D 135 lbs. $375.00

 613681,2 12" W  x  72" H  x  18" D 145 lbs. $390.00

PRICE

$450.00

$465.00

$480.00

unassembled      assembled

12" WIDE SINGLE TIER - THREE WIDE

 MODEL COMPARTMENT SIZE WEIGHT PRICE

 ONE WIDE - unit size:  12'' W x 72'' H   (78'' H with legs)

 611621,2 12" W  x  72" H  x  12" D 50 lbs. $130.00

 611651,2 12" W  x  72" H  x  15" D 55 lbs. $135.00

 611681,2 12" W  x  72" H  x  18" D 60 lbs. $140.00

PRICE

$165.00

$170.00

$175.00

unassembled      assembled

12" WIDE SINGLE TIER - ONE WIDE

6' HIGH LOCKERS

61365

61155

61165

61355
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for lockers on pages 6-51

SLOPING HOODS

END BASES

FRONT BASES

FINISHED END PANELS

ADDITIONAL COMPARTMENT SHELVES

 1 Specify

gray tan blue

LOCKERS WITHOUT LEGS

Metal Locker
Options & Locks 

 MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

777521 Sloping hood - for up to (3) 12'' wide lockers - 12'' deep 10 lbs. $35.00

777551 Sloping hood - for up to (3) 12'' wide lockers - 15'' deep 10 lbs. $35.00

777581 Sloping hood - for up to (3) 12'' wide lockers - 18'' deep 10 lbs. $35.00

777651 Sloping hood - for up to (3) 15'' wide lockers - 15'' deep 15 lbs. $40.00

777681 Sloping hood - for up to (3) 15'' wide lockers - 18'' deep 15 lbs. $40.00

777981 Sloping hood - for up to (3) 18'' wide lockers - 18'' deep 15 lbs. $45.00

777911 Sloping hood - for up to (3) 18'' wide lockers - 21'' deep 20 lbs. $45.00

777591 Sloping hood - for box style bridge lockers - 18'' deep 25 lbs. $70.00

 MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

777321 End base - for 12'' deep lockers 1 lb. $10.00

777351 End base - for 15'' deep lockers 1 lb. $10.00

777381 End base - for 18'' deep lockers 1 lb. $10.00

777311 End base - for 21'' deep lockers 1 lb. $10.00

 MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

777421 Front base - for 12'' wide lockers 1 lb. $10.00

777451 Front base - for 15'' wide lockers 1 lb. $10.00

777481 Front base - for 18'' wide lockers 1 lb. $10.00

 MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

773521 Finished end panel - for 5 feet high - 12'' deep lockers 10 lbs. $60.00

773551 Finished end panel - for 5 feet high - 15'' deep lockers 15 lbs. $65.00

773581 Finished end panel - for 5 feet high - 18'' deep lockers 20 lbs. $70.00

773621 Finished end panel - for 6 feet high - 12'' deep lockers 15 lbs. $65.00

773651 Finished end panel - for 6 feet high - 15'' deep lockers 20 lbs. $70.00

773681 Finished end panel - for 6 feet high - 18'' deep lockers 25 lbs. $75.00

773611 Finished end panel - for 6 feet high - 21'' deep lockers 25 lbs. $80.00

 MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

776921 Compartment shelf - for 12'' wide lockers - 12'' deep 2 lbs. $15.00

776951 Compartment shelf - for 12'' wide lockers - 15'' deep 2 lbs. $15.00

776981 Compartment shelf - for 12'' wide lockers - 18'' deep 2 lbs. $15.00

776051 Compartment shelf - for 15'' wide lockers - 15'' deep 3 lbs. $20.00

776081 Compartment shelf - for 15'' wide lockers - 18'' deep 3 lbs. $20.00

776181 Compartment shelf - for 18'' wide lockers - 18'' deep 3 lbs. $25.00

776111 Compartment shelf - for 18'' wide lockers - 21'' deep 3 lbs. $25.00

        For ADA Compliance Guidelines Visit: www.lockers.com/ADA-Metal-Lockers

 MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

77550 Lockers without legs - for one wide and three (3) wide lockers  $20.00

77552 Anchoring brackets (set of 2) - for 12'' deep lockers without legs  2 lbs. $15.00

77555 Anchoring brackets (set of 2) - for 15'' deep lockers without legs  2 lbs. $15.00

77558 Anchoring brackets (set of 2) - for 18'' deep lockers without legs  2 lbs. $15.00

77551 Anchoring brackets (set of 2) - for 21'' deep lockers without legs  2 lbs. $15.00

775721 Zee base kit - 4" high, 6 foot length - for 12 inch deep lockers 15 lbs. $75.00

775751 Zee base kit - 4" high, 6 foot length - for 15 inch deep lockers 15 lbs. $75.00

775781 Zee base kit - 4" high, 6 foot length - for 18 inch deep lockers 15 lbs. $75.00

775711 Zee base kit - 4" high, 6 foot length - for 21 inch deep lockers 15 lbs. $75.00
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FRONT FILLERS - VERTICAL

  MODEL DESCRIPTION  WEIGHT PRICE

778591 Front filler - vertical - 9'' wide - for (5) feet high lockers 15  lbs. $55.00

778551 Front filler - vertical - 15'' wide - for (5) feet high lockers 20  lbs. $60.00 

778691 Front filler - vertical - 9'' wide - for (6) feet high lockers 20 lbs. $60.00

778651 Front filler - vertical - 15'' wide - for (6) feet high lockers 25 lbs. $65.00

LOCKER FILLERS
Salsbury locker fillers are an ideal option for locker installations that encounter obstructions such as pipes, columns and other obstacles.  Corner and 
in-line top fillers overlap the existing locker tops and are easily attached with hardware (included) providing a finished look to the locker installation.  
Vertical front fillers include a wall angle slip joint that conceals uneven edges and provides a professional appearance to the locker installation.  Locker 
fillers can be easily field cut for custom installations.

 METAL LOCKER LOCKS AND NAME / NUMBER PLATES
  MODEL DESCRIPTION PRICE

 77710 Built-in lock - combination style  $15.00

 77711 Master control key - for built-in combination lock #77710 $10.00

 77715 Built-in lock - key style with (2) keys $15.00

 77716 Master control key - for built-in key lock #77715 $10.00

 77799 Key blanks - for #77715 built-in locks - box of (50) $35.00

 77720 Padlock - combination style  $10.00

 77721 Master control key - for combination padlock #77720 $10.00

 77725 Padlock - key style with (2) keys $10.00

 77729 Key blanks - for #77725 key padlocks - box of (50) $35.00

 77790 Electronic lock - factory installed - for four tier & box lockers (specify: silver, black or gold finish) $65.00

 77795 Resettable combination lock - factory installed (specify: silver or black finish)  $30.00

 77796 Master control key - for resettable combination lock #77795 $10.00

 77760 Name / number plate - 2-1/4'' W x 1-3/8'' H - engraved $3.00 Note:  Built-in locks are pre-installed on assembled lockers.

Sample 
recessed hasp 
with built-in 
combination 
lock (#77710) 
displayed

Sample 
recessed
hasp with 
combination
padlock (#77720)
displayed

Sample recessed 
hasp with factory 
installed resettable 
combination lock 
(#77795) in black 
finish displayed

#77715 #77710 

#77725 #77720

#77795#77790

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9 0 For single 
or multi-use 
applications.
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 1 Specify

gray tan blue

TOP FILLERS - IN-LINE

  MODEL DESCRIPTION   WEIGHT PRICE

778421 Flat top filler - in-line - 15'' wide - for 12'' deep lockers 2  lbs. $20.00

778451 Flat top filler - in-line - 15'' wide - for 15'' deep lockers 2  lbs. $20.00

778481 Flat top filler - in-line - 15'' wide - for 18'' deep lockers 2  lbs. $25.00

778411 Flat top filler - in-line - 15'' wide - for 21'' deep lockers 2  lbs. $25.00

778821 Sloping hood filler - in-line - 15'' wide - for 12'' deep lockers 3  lbs. $20.00

778851 Sloping hood filler - in-line - 15'' wide - for 15'' deep lockers 3  lbs. $20.00

778881 Sloping hood filler - in-line - 15'' wide - for 18'' deep lockers 3  lbs. $25.00

778811 Sloping hood filler - in-line - 15'' wide - for 21'' deep lockers 3  lbs. $25.00

TOP FILLERS - CORNER

  MODEL DESCRIPTION  WEIGHT PRICE

778321 Flat top filler - corner - for 12'' deep lockers 2 lbs. $25.00

778351 Flat top filler - corner - for 15'' deep lockers 2  lbs. $25.00

778381 Flat top filler - corner - for 18'' deep lockers 2  lbs. $30.00

778311 Flat top filler - corner - for 21'' deep lockers 2  lbs. $30.00

778721 Sloping hood filler - corner - for 12'' deep lockers 3  lbs. $25.00

778751 Sloping hood filler - corner - for 15'' deep lockers 3  lbs. $25.00

778781 Sloping hood filler - corner - for 18'' deep lockers 3  lbs. $30.00

778711 Sloping hood filler - corner - for 21'' deep lockers 3 lbs. $30.00

Locker installation with flat tops

Flat top in-line filler Flat top corner filler

Front filler

Locker installation with sloping hoods

Sloping hood in-line filler Sloping hood corner filler

Front filler
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